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C PATCH is a durable sealant specifically formulated to repair cracks

and holes in concrete, mortar and masonry. C PATCH contains sili-

cone additives for improved adhesion and water resistance.C PATCH

forms a durable, flexible and water-tight seal. C PATCHresists gas,

oil, grease and salt.  Interior/exterior use. Paintable. ADHERES TO:

Concrete, mortar, cinder block, stucco, brick, wood, and stone.  

FOR BEST RESULTS: Clean area with Omega’s MEGA POWER

degreaser to remove any grease or oily residue for best adhesion. Do

not apply when temperatures are below 40ºF, or when rain or freezing

temperatures are eminent. Store away from extreme hot and cold

temperatures . Not recommended for under water applications. Joint

size should not exceed 1/2” wide by 1/2” deep. Allow to cure 24 hours

before direct exposure to water. Serviceable for pedestrian and vehic-

ular traffic after 24 hours (minimum).  C PATCH fully cures in 7-14

days, depending on temperature, humidity and depth of fill. 

DIRECTIONS: Remove loose dirt and debris. Apply C PATCH to a

clean, dry surface. Cut nozzle at a 45° angle to desired bead size.

Load cartridge in caulking gun.  Fill crack or gap with C PATCH.

Smooth bead if necessary.  Clean up excess uncured C PATCH with

damp sponge or cloth.  Paintable after 2 hours (longer in cool or

humid conditions) with latex or oil-based paints.  COVERAGE: 56 lin-

ear feet at 3/16” diameter bead.

WARNING! Phthalate Esters, Petroleum Disillates and Ethylene

Glycol.

Areas of Use:

*apartment complexes

*utility companies

*cities and counties

*amusement parks

Appearance and odor........................Colored paste, ammonia odor

Specific Gravity..................................Concentrate - 1.5196

VOC...................................................5%

NFPA Fire Rating...............................Non-flammable 
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*industrial facilities

*plumbing departments

*grounds maintenance

*warehouses


